Compliance…….

The ClearFlow process is an automated process
technology using a one step chemical addition
to treat a variety of waste waters from inks and
dyes, to metal bearing waste streams. Emulsified
oils, paint, and all types of wash waters.
Our
rugged stainless steel, powder and ceramic
coated design will provide long term reliability.
Our control package offers complete variable
motivation of all portions of the process
providing cost effective operation.
The
ClearFlow has advantages that other systems
cannot match.

Our company provides assurance that the technology
applied to your waste stream will perform as expressed
and designed. With over 20 years of experience in the
industrial waste water industry, we will exceed your
expectations. We have the knowledge, the network of
industry experts, the “in the field” experience with a
variety of technologies. Technologies either combined
or individual to reduce the potential liability in dealing
with a generated waste stream. As well ECE will
ensure the cost to be in compliance is reduced
compared to current practices or the least burden to
the P&L.

ClearFlow
Automated Clayfloc
Waste Water Treatment
Systems

We will put you in Compliance!

It’s in our name!!
Ask about our

**5 Year Warranty**

CF-600
CF-800
CF-200

Take a look at the many features the
ClearFlow System provides.
Thank you for your business!!

Distributed By

Stuart, Florida
Phone: 772-600-5697-Fax: 772-600-5728
E-mail: sales@ecequip.com
www.ecequip.com

Features

Features
3-Way ball valves allow using the
Peristaltic Pump to both fill the ClearFlow
Process Tank and discharge to the
Filter Belt.

Flexible Auger Dosing System provides consistent
dosing of either powder or granular Clayfloc
products using VFD control to provide precise
dosing

Peristaltic Pump pumps large solids without
clogging or breaking down generated floc.
3/8” Stainless Steel Filter Belt ensures
superior solids support, corrosion
resistance.
Heavy duty, wash down reduction gear belt
drive assembly.

Heavy duty pillow food grade pillow block
bearings.
Heavy duty stainless steel
Telescoper Filter Belt Adjustment System.
PLC automation with Touch Screen interface for
ease in use timer programming and manual
operation.
Variable frequency drives on Filter Belt, Dosing
System and Feed Pump allow for multiple
application adjustments for proper operation and
cost savings through precise control.

